Critical texture pattern feature assessment for characterizing colonies of induced pluripotent stem cells through machine learning techniques.
The objectives of this study are to assess various automated texture features obtained from the segmented colony regions of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) and confirm their potential for characterizing the colonies using different machine learning techniques. One hundred and fifty-one features quantified using shape-based, moment-based, statistical and spectral texture feature groups are extracted from phase-contrast microscopic colony images of iPSCs. The forward stepwise regression model is implemented to select the most appropriate features required for categorizing the colonies. Support vector machine (SVM), random forest (RF), multilayer perceptron (MLP), decision tree (DT), and adaptive boosting (Adaboost) classifiers are used with ten-fold cross-validation to evaluate the texture features within each texture feature group and fused-features group to characterize healthy and unhealthy colonies of iPSCs. Overall, based on the classification performances of the four texture feature groups using the five classifier models, statistical features always exhibit a high predictive capacity (>87.5%). However, the classification performance using fused texture patterns with statistical, shape-based, and moment-based features was found to be robust and reliable with fewer false positive and false negative values compared to the features when either one is used for the classification of colonies of iPSCs. Furthermore, the results showcase that the SVM, RF and Adaboost classifiers deliver better classification performances than DT and MLP. Our findings suggest that the proposed automated fused statistical, shape-based, and moment-based texture pattern features trained with machine learning techniques are potentially more appropriate and helpful to biologists for characterizing colonies of stem cells.